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The Falcon project began in 1984 to develop a turbocharged version ³ this engine. [49] The resulting engine was Land Rover'³ first production turbodiesel and its first engine to be given a marketing name: the Turbo diesel, [50] a name given to differentiate it from the turbodiesel made ³ Motori VM and then used in the Range Rover, which was Sold as
the turbo D. [51] The Turbo Diesel, although essentially the same as the 2.5-liter diesel, haveÃa numerous additions and modifications to allow you to cope with turbocharger stresses. Some Land Rover engines have also been used automatically³ vans and boats. Although the oldest and naturally aspirated diesel gasoline units were hugely available,
the 200TDI performed better and cheaper than any of them, so it dominated the sales figures. [64] It is still highly regarded by Land Rover enthusiasts and has established itself as a powerful and long-lasting unit ³ with proper maintenance can exceed 300,000 miles (480,000 kilÃ ³ meters) of use. [63] [65] [66] Used in: Land Rover Defender, Discovery
and Range Rover 300TDI (Engine ³: 16L, 20L and 25L) Engine of motor vehicles 300TDIA 300TDI, seen here in a Discovery Series I. Santana Motores in 1956, the company Rover held talks with ingenierÃa espaÃ±ola La compaÃ±Ãa 'MetalÃérica de Santa Ana S.A.' (Later it will be renamed Santana Motor) with the aim of starting the Land Rover
Assembly in EsspaÃ±a. Test 1974. Offering more power and refinement than the 300TDI, TD5 vastly improved the appeal ³ discovery, but caused concern ³ many defense operators because of their unique ³ engine management systems that were considered less reliable and are more difficult to repair "in the field. 'than the ³ injection systems
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1988, P.40-41 ^ Land Rover III Series Workshop Manual, p. It remained a popular option in Africa and other areas. Areas. fuel fuel prices or the simplicity of the engine made it an attractive option. The engine became a special order-only option after the introduction of turbodiesel engines (see below), but remained in production (and popular with
military and some commercial buyers) until 1994.[33][36] The British Army used this engine in the vast majority of the 20,000 Land Rovers it bought between 1985 and 1994.[37] A manufacturing flaw with pistons combined with Army maintenance practises (such as a tendency to over-fill the sump with oil) caused the engines to over-breathe and
ingest their oil, leading to piston failure. It does not cover engines developed outside the company but used in its products, such as the Rover V8, the Rover IOE petrol engines or the current range of Ford/Jaguar-derived engines. 2006, p. Despite the numerous differences, it was still in essence a direct-injection version of the older Diesel Turbo
engine.[63] It was also considered rather raucous and unrefined, especially for use in the Discovery and Range Rover models.[67] A special version of the engine had to be produced to fit the Defender, and problems with weak head gasket had been identified.[68] The British Army (and some other military buyers) had not opted for the 200Tdi because
it could not be fitted with a 24-volt generator for powering radio equipment- instead the Army continued to buy vehicles with 2.5-litre naturally aspirated diesels.[60] Upcoming European diesel emissions regulations (Euro I) meant that Land Rover would be forced to radically alter the engine anyway. The most significant change was the swapping of
the chain-driven camshaft for one driven by a fibre-toothed belt, which also drove the repositioned injector pump.[33][34] The drive vacated by the injector pump was used to power a vacuum pump for the brake servo system. The biggest update was an improved diesel engine, as well as some suspension and steering system changes.[24] This Many
parts with your brother fed by gasoline, including block, vapor gear, refrigeration systems and lubrication systems. [25] A forged cigÃ¼e was used for greater resistance, and different pistons were needed. [26] The head of the cylinder used the same basic melt, but it was very different internally, being in essence an updated version of that used in
the original 2-liter engine, to which the new diesel wore a strong external resemblance. This was little more than an updated version of the existing diesel unit [32] (at this time 22 years). The most severe were failed, the bearings and the main divisions and the cracks in the block. [54] In 1988, a new block and an improved design of the bear and
bearings lid was installed, which resolved these problems. The 300TDI remained in production in Brazil, and volunteered as an option in REST REST on World models (No UK / Europe). 96 ^ US Magazine UU Imported popular cars cited 65 Â ° HP (48 kW) for an emission controlled engine in January. The key difference was that the gasoline engine
retains its distribution chain, [42], since it lacked the need to drive an injector pump. . When adjusted to vehicles with an automatic transmission, the power increased to 122 HP (91 ° KW) to compensate for energy pneums in the transmission. Land Rover suffered from poor construction and materials during the 1970s, and in 1983, the then model of
the current series III was clearly outdated, despite recent improvements. [48] Land Rover decided to focus the sales of its range of ninety / ten / 127 in the United Kingdom and Europe, for which it required a diesel engine with a significantly better yield than the type of 68 HP (51 kW) of 2.5 liters in production. The cigÃ¼a was crossed crossed to
improve the y enfriamiento. Motor de gasolina de 2.5 litros (cÃ³digo de motor 17h) Motor de vehÃculos de motor 2.5 litros PetroloverviewProduction1985Ã¢ â¬ "1994LayoutConfigurationInline-4 cilindrosDisplement2.5Ã¢ L; 152.3 Â° en (2,495 Â° CC) Cilindro Bore90.47mÂ² (3.562Ã en) PistÃ³n PistÃ³n (3.82 in)Block materialFundiciÃ³Cylinder head
materialValve trainOHV,³chain-driven cam shaft, driven by pushrodCompression ratioÃ n8.0:1CombustiÃ nFuel systemWeberFuel typeGasolineOutput power83 HP (62 kW) @ 4,200 rpmOutput torqueÃ133 lb³¢ Â  feet (180 NÃ¢ Â  m) @ 2.00 rpm At the Ninety launch, Land Rover had insisted that the development of the 2.5-liter petrol engine not be
undertaken.[40]Buyer demand and the economy, however, made the change inevitable. The resulting development project (encoded ³ mule) produced the 300Tdi engine. Although it offers a modest improvement in power and a useful torque jump, the main benefit of the new diÃ© engine was that it was much quieter and more efficient than the older
unit[27]. It also proved to be much more reliable in the service[13]. Like the gasoline engine, the diÃ© sel was updated to ¼ of five bearings in 1980. The engines are listed below ³ in the chronological order ³ their introduction³. Initially they were going to produce turbocharged and naturally aspirated versions of petrol and a carburetor-³ version of
gasoline. The largest gasoline engine was launched in 1985 (having been developed under the codename Project Harrier), and like its 2.25 liter predecessor, it has a lot in common with the diesel engine.[41] The block was identical, as was most of the auxiliary parts. These included modifications to the block, cylinder head, fuel injector system and
auxiliary systems. 124 ^ Hodder, 2000, p. However, the performance and economy of the turbodi version ³ such that the other variants were not produced.[13] The 200Tdi was launched on the Discovery in 1989. The production ³ the Td5 in Solihull is now the last engine designed and built Land Rover. [75] Used at: Land Rover Defender and Land
Rover Discovery. More than 1.2 million engine engines have been built [1]. As of 1998, the TD5 engine was installed in Land Rover products. Six-cylinder straight engines cylinders For Land Rover vehicles manufactured under license. In 2002, the engine was improved to reach the Euro 3 anti-survey phase and an EGR valve system was introduced.
After Land Rover was created as a different division with British Leyland in 1979, the production of cars Rover in Solihull ceased in 1982. A very modified version of 2.8 liters was built by International Engines in Brazil until 2010, and was available as a post-sales adjustment for Land Rovers through specialized converters. [66] [72] International was
then converted into MWM International Motors and a new update of the 300TDI design was launched as the 3.0 Power Stroke. As before, the engine was smooth and refined, and provided to the Land Rover an adequate return on road [43]. However, as fuel prices increased and diesel engines improved, sales of gasoline engines fell, especially in
Europe. The route was lengthened to improve the pair and an updated butt was used to reduce noise and emissions. The merger was canceled, but Rover had acquired experience and vital knowledge in the development of small motors diÃ © [7] [8] The result was an engine of four wet line cylinders. 2.25-liter Land Rover in the Easel of the engines
The engines used by the British Companion Land Rover in their 4Ãƒ Â- 4 vehicles have included four-cylinder gasoline engines, and die SEL of four and five cylinders. The cylinder head was adapted to use lead-free fuel. Initially, the engines used were modified versions of the standard gasoline engines of the Rover cars, but the need for dedicated
internal units became a reality rapidly. In the 1960 and 1970s, a 2.6-liter-six-liter-six-liter gasoline engine was available as an option in the long versions between axles. The late military specification engines had a centrifugal separator in the breathing system, allowing the excess oil to drain back into the crater. This was caused by significantly longer
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service, as well as all the time spent in stationary traffic in London) This caused the time chains to stretch, which resulted in incorrect fuel injection time, which greatly reduced the useful life of the engine. ^ Dymock, 2006 cites up to 81 Â° BHP (60 kW) in some cases. The TD5 was replaced at the discovery by the AJD-V6 in 2004 and the Ford ZSD424 in the defender in 2007. Initially, it was only available with a distance based on the long wheel, and it was sold with the same engine alignment as the 2.25-liter Series III petrol engines and the 3.5-liter diesel engines and Rover V8. [13] [30] However, Land Rover planned a number of roll-up improvements. [31] Launched shortly before the
ninectÃ©c model in 1984 was a 2.5 liter diesel engine. Rover engineers were able to study the standard diesel designs as part of these. In the mid-1980s, Land Rover was part of the Land Rover group, responsible for the production of the Freight Rover van. Electronics was also upgraded to improve the response of the low-speed accelerator that had
been prone to produce a sudden power delivery in off-road or trailer situations. For this purpose, Santana produced several unique versions of the Land Rover engine designs, which it held rights. In deference to these concerns (including those expressed by the British Army), Land Rover kept the 300TDI in production for the care of special order
vehicles (see above). Standard were Britain’s pioneers of small diesel engines with the 20C engine installed on Ferguson tractors and the state-of-the-art standard car (the first diesel car in Great Britain). Used in: Land Rover Defender, Discovery and Range Rover Also several Ford pickup trucks assembled in Brazil. In the early 1980s, when Land
Rover was looking for ways to improve its engine range, especially its diesel engines, Santana engines were considered. With proper maintenance, these engines can easily survive longer than that Miles (400,000 km) of service. Description and Specifications 2-liter diesel diesel diesel engine Equipped with a Land Rover of Series I, which has been
restored with a non-original color scheme.Resumenproduction1957Ã «1962DiseÃ ± oconfigurationInline-4 cylindrosesDesplacement2.1Ã, L; 125.2, Cuero, in (2,052ã, cc) cylinder8 5.7ã, mm (3.37Ã, in) piston race8.9ã, mm (3.50Ã, in) FundidiMarvovtrainohv headflower cushioner blocking material, chain camshaft, Push Rod Push Rod Compression
Relationship22.5: 1Combusti Bombus System CAV DPA and Injectors CAV Fuel PintauxTypeEl SalidasAlidapower Output51Ã, HP (38Ã, KW) @ 3,500, RPMSalide Torque87Ã, LBÃ ¢, FT (118Ã, NÃ ¢ m) @ 2,000Ã, rpm Throughout the DÃ © each of 1950, the demand of a Land Rover DiÃ © Sel was increasing. [5] Diesel technology had improved, which
made small skill and high-speed engines. Unlike the previous TDI engine, a single version of 300TDI was used for all Land Rover models. 152.3ã, Cuero, IN (2.495Ã, CC) Hole of the cylinder90,47Ã, mm (3.562Ã, In) Piston race97 Ã, mm (3.82Ã, in) Fundidi-aluminum olumination cylinder lock material, Ã Tape-driven cams, compression-free-up-powered
action19.0: 1CombustiodurboatingAlliedSignal T25 System of fuel and two-stage injectors (with EDC system in versions with automatic transmission) Established Boschfuel TypedieSeloutPutsAlidapotence111, HP (83Ã, kW) @ 4,250, HP (83Ã, kW) RPM (versions with manual transmission); 122Ã, HP (91Ã, KW) @ 4,250Ã, RPM (versions with automatic
transmission) output from Par195Ã, LBA, FT (264Ã, Noã, M) @ 1,800Ã, RPM (see versions with manual transmission); 210 Ã, lbÃ ¢ Ã, ft (285Ã, ignor, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, Ã, The range of gasoline engines K-Series recently released would be To
cover that sector, but Rover did not have internal diesel engines suitable for both its cars and its 4×4s.[2] The 300Tdi could not fit any of the car ranges and was on the verge of breaking the upcoming Euro III emission standards. This meant that the Defender engines were equipped with the same tune. than the Discovery/Range Rover engines.[60]
The 300Tdi was noticeably softer and quieter than the 200Tdi, but was generally found not to be as economical in real-life use.[70] Euro I emission standards turned out not to be as strict as Land Rover had anticipated, so the 300Tdi was Tdi was able to remain in production until the introduction of the Euro III standards. The engine has proven its
worth on numerous hard terrain expeditions (including the Land Rover G4 Challenge itself). The mechanical strength and electronic control systems of the engine make the Td5 much more adjustable than older engines. Heaters were installed in each fuel chamber to improve start-up.[7] The engine was launched on the Land Rover in 1957. This was
due in part to the similarity between the gasoline and diesel versions, which made the gasoline version a bit over-designed for the job; they retained the extraordinary strength characteristics of the diesel while being much less stressed. 98 â Dymock, 2006, p.129 â Taylor, 1988, p.82 â Robson, 2003, p.88â¦ confirms the initial denial of 2.5 litre
gasoline and describes the gasoline/d ^ Hodder, 2000, p.114 ^ Robson, 2003, p.88 ^ a b Taylor, 1995, p.33 ^ Robson , 2003, p.78 ^ Dymock, 2006, p.128 ^ Taylor, 1988, p.71 ^ a b Hodder, 2000, p.84 ^ Hodder, 2000, p.49 ^ Taylor, 1988, p.84 ^ Taylor, 1995, p.26 ^ Dymock, 2006, p.132-covers all engineering/development changes of this engine ^
Taylor, 1988, p.85 ^ a b Dymock, 2006, p.132 ^ Taylor, 1988, p.89 ^ Hodder, 2000, p.125-6 Robson, 2003, p.79 ^ Dymock, 2006, p.162 ^ Hodder, 2000, p.67 ^ â a b c Dymock, 2006, p.142 â Hodder, 2000, 2000, ^ Robson, 2003, P.96 ^ a b C Dymock, 2006, P.134 ^ Robson, 2003, P.99 ^ Hodder, 2000, P.127 ^ a B Robson, 2003, P.98 ^ Robson,
2003, P.106 ^ Hodder, 2000, P.114 + 127 ^ Robson, 20 3, p.107 "Covers the number and nature of the design changes ^ Hodder, 2000, P.128 ^ Dymock, 2006, P.172 ^ Dymock, 2006, p. 140 ^ Robson, 2003, p.143 ^ DYMOCK, 2006, P.264 ^ DYMOCK, 2006, P.146 82 BibliografÃa Dymock, E, 2006, The Land Rover Archive, Dove Publishing, ISBNÃ 
0-9534142-8-0 Gould, M, 2007, The Land Rover Scrapbook, Porter Press, ISBNÃ  978-0-9556564-0-8 Hodder, M, 2000, You & Your: Land Rover NIENTY, One Ten & Defender, Haynes Publishing, ISBN 1-85960-667-9 Robson, G, 2003, Land Rover: Series One to Freelander, Crowood Press, ISBNÃ  1-86126-558-1 Taylor, J, 1988, Land Rover, GuÃa de
collcionista, 1948-1988, Publications of auto racingÃ ³ viles (4 EdiciÃ ³ n), ISNM 0-947981-25-X TAYLOR, J, 1995, Land Rover 90 y 1190 83-1990, owners and buyers GuÃa, Books about santaÃ±o, ISBNÃ  1-873078-17-X Taylor, J, 2007, Land Rover : 60 Years of the workhorse 4Ã -4, Crowood Press, ISBN, 978-1-86126-965-2 reprints of contemporary
road tests, as published in: Land Rover Series III 1971-1985, published by Brooklands Books Official publications: Land Rover Series III Repair Operations Manual ³, 1981, Land Rover Ltd. The 200TDI was one of the first days of direct injection ³ the first small production capacity (I.E., not a change³ engine), [59] with attendant improvements in the
power and efficiency of that system. brings These motors (designated 23L) haveÃan control systems of diÃ© sel electricos BOSCH, where the mecÃ nico injector system was controlled by an electronic ³ cable cable accelerator to reduce emissions. [71] The 300TDI was replaced in 1998 by the 5-cylinder TD5, ending the lineup of 4-cylinder Land Rover
engines that can be A 1957. 2.25TD was studied to provide development information for the Diesel Turbo engine. A new largest gasoline engine specifically specifically For the Land Rover it was needed. [14] As a base, the existing 2-liter diesel engine was used, but with an internal structure radically modified. [15] The new engine was a type of dry
line, and a more broad hole was used to improve the output of a low speed. [16] In spite of the numerous changes, the gasoline engine could use the same machining line as diesel, establishing a commonly used design between the gasoline and diesel engines of Land Rover that it would survive during decades. [13] 2.25-liter gasoline was the most
popular engine option until mid-eighty years, and established a global reputation for its reliability and longevity. [13] Relationship of compression and strong designer in general made it tolerant of fuel and oil of poor quality, as a rare service. New pistons with coated crowns of teflon and nimonic steel exhaust valves were used to withstand higher
higher combustion temperatures. When equipped with a time strap instead of a chain, the 15j engine did not suffer any of the FX4 reliability problems that its predecessor of 10J had found [See above]). The vehicle had to have an extra 2-inch (51 mm) in the chassis of the engine compartment so that the new engine could fit. [9] The power and speed
range of the engine were close enough to the existing gasoline engine to allow the same transmission unit to be used in all vehicles. [5] [10] [11] Used in: Land Rover Series I and Series II 2.25 liters of gasoline (engine codes 10h, 11h and 13h) Vehicle motor 2.25 liters of gasolineMotor with the subsequent crank of 5 bearings. 8Ã ¢ â € 1985
OconfigurationInline-4 cylindrosesDesplacement2.3Ã, L; 139.5, cu, in (2,286ã, cc) hole of cylinder90.47Ã, mm (3.562Ã, in) piston race88.9ã, mm (3,50Ã, in) blockmaterial leuF]21[ leuF]21[ )3891 ed s©Ãupsed( rebeW o )3891 atsah( htineZ serodarubrac ,)1791 atsah( xeloSelbitsubmoc ed ametsiSn³ÃitsubmoC1:0.8/1:0.7n³Ãiserpmoc ed n³ÃicaleR
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]31[.senigne derewop rehgih rof tneserp-reve saw deen eht dna ,lanigiro eht naht xelpmoc erom dna ,reivaeh ,regral saw 8591 ni dehcnual revoR dnaL II seireS ehT )RC 1:0.8 dna enut dellortnoc-snoissime-non ,dradnats ni( mprÂ Ã000,2 @ )mÂÂÃ¢NÂ Ã361( tfÂÂÃ¢blÂ Ã021tuptuo euqroT)RC 1:0.8 dna enut dellortnoc-snoissime-non ,dradnats ni( mpr
002,4 @ )WkÂ Ã55( phÂ Ã47tuptuo Actation. While this five-cylinder turbodiesel was not related in any way to the four-cylinder designs and originally destined its use in the Rover cars and in Land Rover 4Ãƒ-4S, it only reached the production in its form of Land Rover. [2] It occurred between 1998 and 2007, with 310,000 built. [3] The production of
these engines originally took place in the Factory of Satigs of Rover (and Ex-Bristol Hercules Plant) in Agocks Green in Birmingham, while the assembly of vehicles took place in the main rover works in Solihull. A new engine assembly line was constructed in the space unemployed by the automotive lines, and the production of engines began in
Solihull in 1983. [4] The line of the engine in Solihull closed in 2007 when Land Rover began using Ford motors and Jaguar built in Dagenham (diesel engines) and Bridgend (gasoline engines). 120 ^ Hodder, 2000, p. These subsequent, modified motors were the first in their class (high capacity, high-speed diesel) to pass the arduous durability trial of
500 hours from the Ministry of Defense. 2006, p.198 ^ Robson, 2003, p. The storm used the injection of the electronic unit of Lucas (at the time this technology was rare in the capacity of small capacity, it was used only in large commercial vehicles) and an aluminum alloy cylinder head cross-flow In a cast iron blockade. It also used many auxiliary
parts used in previous engines. [60] [61] However, it was a real rest with the past. Numerous after-sales companies produced tuning updates that offer up to 180 HP (134Ã ¢ kw; 182 ps ps). The first engine of the series was 1.6-liter gasoline of 1957, and this design was improved, expanded and modified during several versions, which culminated in
the 1994 300TDI, which ceased production in The crankshaft, pistons and connecting rods were significantly altered on the 200TDI. [69] The most obvious external changes were the installation of an acoustic rubber cover over the engine to reduce noise and the switch to a single coil belt to drive the Instead of the multiple V-tapes of the previous
engines. 119-Applies to useful life of life and modification of the crankshaft ^ DYMOCK. The designers aimed to increase service intervals so that the engine could incorporate conventional and centrifugal oil filters. Used in: Land Rover ninety / one ten / 127, and defender; Also Freight Rover 300 and Carbodies FX4 (also called Austin FX4). The engine
was equipped with a high-capacity breathing system to cope with the largest volumes of air flow through the engine. [13] [52] Despite the inherent age of the design, it performed well in testing against its rivals and provided the vital mixture of performance and economy, the Land Rover had needed for many years. [48] It was the first diesel model to
match the 4-tonne petrol engine towing limit and the first to be able to exceed the UK national speed limit of 70 mph (113 km/h). [53] However, the early engines suffered several failures. FX4S equipped with the engine were designated FX4R (R for Rover). The early engines suffered two isolated mechanical failures, a sudden and complete failure of
the oil pump drive and the “cylinder head shuffle” caused by weak retaining bolts. 98 ^ Taylor, 1988, p.53 ^ Dymock, 2006, p. When that engine did not reach the production range, the Diesel Rover engines were purchased from VM Motori. Like the 2.25 litre gasoline, the 2.25 litre diesel was a dry coating design. The higher internal engine
temperatures meant that the cooling system also had to be kept to a much higher standard than the previous engines. The regulation of emissions included the adaptation of an exhaust gas recirculation system. Power and torque outputs remained the same, and Engine had been designed specifically to be compatible with all models in the Land Rover
range without any change. Under the terms of the agreement, Santana initially Build Land Rovers of the full demolition kits sent from Great Britain, but the content made locally will gradually gradually gradually until the complete vehicles were built from scratch in EspaÃ±a. Since 1962 Santana began to improve and modify the design of Land Rover
to meet the demands of its own markets. 04-1 details shared components and differences ^ Taylor, 1988, p. 76 + 78 ^ a b Land Rover Workshop Manual ^ Taylor, 1995, p.18 ^ Taylor, 1988, p. The existing L-series 2-liter diesel was not suitable for use in Land Rover products and could not be developed in such a unit. It was the standard engine for
the UK and European markets and Land Rover sales increased after its introduction.[44][55] Time has shown that these engines can provide a long service life if they are maintained as required. ³ Â , like many early turbodis, lack of maintenance causes failures.[54][56][57] Used in: Land Rover Ninety/One Ten/127 and the prototype Land Rover
Llama. References ^ Based on the ³ estimation of the cumulative production figures of the sources listed below³ mainly Taylor (1988) and Dymock (2006) ^ a b Robson, 2003, p.142 ^ a b c Gould, 2007, p.127 ^ Gould, 2007, p.93 ^ a b Dymock, 2006, p.92 ^ Taylor, 1988, p.30 ^ a b Oak Son, 2003, p.33 ^ Taylor, 1988, p. In the end, production
reasons did not mean that Land Rover favoreciÃ³ a diesel version ³ the V8 Rover instead. Td5 (³ engine codes: 10P, 15P and 16P) Engine ³Engine Td5Engine InformationProduction³ n1998Ã¢ Â  2007DesignSetup³ On-line-5 cylindersDisplacement2.5Ã  L; 152.4" cuÃ  in (2,498 cc)Inner cylinder bore84.45 mm (3,325 in)Track travel³ n88.95 mm (3,502
in)Block materialFundici³Cylinder head materialAluminum alloy³Volt trainOHC, Chain-driven camshaft³Compression ratioÃ ³ n19.5:1Fuel³ nTurbochargerGarrett GT2052SFSlucas electronic unit fuel systemFuel typeDieselOutputPower output122 HP (91 @ 4,850 rpm (version Defender), 136 hp (101 kW) @ 4,850 rpm (version discovery) Torque
output221 lbÃ ¢
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